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Tractatus Theologian-Politicus[1] Spinoza Handwritten Notes for Tractatus Theolologico-Politicus, chapter 9. Adnototio 14. The fact that some people believe that Jacob had traveled 8 or 10 years between Mesopotamia and Bethel is insensitive stupidity, Ezra forgives me... [2] Written by the Dutch philosopher Benedictus Spinoza, Tractatus TheolologicoPolicus (TTP) or Theolologico-Political Treatise was one of the most controversial texts of the early modern period. In it, Spinoza sets out his views on the modern Jewish and Christian religion and critically analyzes the Bible that forms the basis of both. It supports what are the best roles for the state and religion and concludes that a degree of democracy
and freedom of speech and religion works best, as in Amsterdam, while the state remains of the utmost importance within reason. The aim of the state is to guarantee the freedom of citizens. Religious leaders should not interfere in politics. Spinoza paves the way for his work in metaphysics and psychology Ethics, published posthumously in 1677, for which
he predicted harsh criticism. Historical context Main article: Dutch Golden Age Publishing History The treatise was published anonymously in 1670 by Jan Rieuwertsz in Amsterdam. In order to protect the author and publisher from political punishment, the title page identified the city of publication as Hamburg and the publisher as Henricus Künraht. It was
written in New Latin rather than colloquial Dutch in an attempt to avoid censorship by secular Dutch authorities. Treatment of religion In the treatise, Spinoza presented his most systematic criticism of Judaism, and all organized religion in general. Spinoza argued that theology and philosophy should be kept separate, especially in reading the scriptures. While
the goal of theology is obedience, philosophy aims at understanding rational truth. Scripture does not teach philosophy and so cannot be done to conform to it, otherwise the concept of writing will be distorted. Conversely, if reason becomes submissive to the scriptures, then, Spinoza argues, the prejudices of a common people have long been... it will gain a
grip on its understanding and darken it. Spinoza argued that supposed supernatural events, i.e. prophecy and miracles, actually have physical explanations. He argued that God acts solely by the laws of his nature and rejected the view that God acts for a particular purpose or telus. For spinoza, those who believe that God is acting for some end are
delusional and projecting their hopes and fears upon the functioning of nature. Spinoza's scriptural interpretation does not not only the true father of modern metaphysics and moral and political philosophy, but also of the so-called highest criticism of the Bible. He was particularly attuned to the idea of interpretation; felt that all organized religion was simply the
institutionalized specific interpretations. It rejected in its entirety the view that Moses composed the first five books of the Bible, called Pentateuch by Christians or Torah by Jews. It provided an analysis of the structure of the Bible that proved that it was essentially a compiled text with many different authors and different roots; in his view, not all was revealed
at once. Tractatus Theologico-Politico tasked him with showing that the Scriptures correctly understood gave no authority to the militant intolerance of the clergy that sought to stifle any dissent with the use of force. To achieve his goal, Spinoza had to show what a proper understanding of the Bible means, which gave him the opportunity to apply criticism to
the Bible. To appreciate his services in this context, we must remember that his age was extremely non-existent in a historical sense, especially in matters related to religion. Holy contemporaries such as John Bunyan and Manasseh ben Israel made the most fantastic use of the texts of Scripture. while the militant clerics, based on the ignorant bibliography of
the masses, misunderstood the texts of the Bible in order to gain their purposes. Spinoza, who did not allow Nature's supernatural adversary and no rival authority for the political government of the state, also rejected all claims that biblical literature should be treated in a completely different way from the one in which any other document is treated as claiming
to be historical. His claim that the Bible is in parts imperfect, corrupt, erroneous, and incompatible with itself, and that we possess it, but its fragments[3] caused a great storm at the time, and was primarily responsible for its evil reputation for at least a century. [4] However, many have gradually adopted his views, agreeing with him that the true word of God,
or true religion, is not something written in books but etched into the heart and mind of man. [5] Many scholars and ministers of religion now praise Spinoza's services in correctly interpreting Scripture as a document of first importance in the progressive development of human thought and behavior. [4] Treatment of Judaism The treatise also rejected the
Jewish concept of choice; To Spinoza, all folks are on the same level as each other as God has not elevated on top of each other. Spinoza also offered a sociological explanation of how the Jewish people had managed to survive for so long, despite facing relentless persecution. In his view, Jews had been preserved because of a combination of ethnic
hatred and Jewish separatistism. It also gave a final, crucial reason for the continued Jewish presence, the in his view, it was in itself sufficient to sustain the survival of the nation forever: circumcision. It was the ultimate anthropological expression of physical marking, a tangible symbol of separation that was the ultimate identifier. Spinoza also raised a new
view of the claimed that it was essentially a political constitution of the ancient state of Israel. In his view, because the state no longer existed, its constitution could no longer be valid. He argued that the Torah was thus suitable for a particular time and place; because times and circumstances had changed, Torah could no longer be regarded as a valid
document. Spinoza Spinoza's political theory agreed with Thomas Hobbes that if every man had to defend himself, with nothing but his own right hand to rely on, then man's life would be ugly, brutal, and short. [6] Truly human life is only possible in an organized community, that is, a state or commonwealth. The state ensures the safety of life, limbs and
property. It brings together every person many life needs that he could not produce by himself; and frees up sufficient time and energy for the higher development of human forces. Now the existence of a state depends on a kind of tacit agreement on the part of its members or citizens to obey the sovereign principle that governs it. In a situation where no one
can do what they want. Every citizen is obliged to abide by his laws; and is not free even to interpret the laws in a particular way. This initially looks like a loss of freedom on the part of individuals and the establishment of absolute power over them. However, this is not really so. First, without the advantages of an organized state the average person would be
so subject to the dangers and difficulties of all kinds and to his passions that he could not be called free in any real sense of the term, less than anything in the sense that Spinoza used it. Man needs the state not only to save him from others, but also from his own lower impulses and to allow him to live a life of reason, which in itself is truly human. Secondly,
state sovereignty is never really absolute. It is true that almost any kind of government is better than none, so it is worth bringing a lot that is annoying rather than disturbing the peace. But a fairly wise government will even try in its interest to ensure the goodwill and cooperation of its citizens, avoiding unreasonable measures, and will allow or even
encourage its citizens to support reforms, provided they use peaceful means. In this way the state really relies, on the last resort, on the united will of the citizens, on what Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who read Spinoza, then called the 'general will'. [4] Spinoza sometimes writes as if the state supported absolute sovereignty. But this. mainly in his decisive
opposition to any kind of ecclesiastical control over him. Although he is willing to support what can be called a state religion, as a kind of spiritual cement, but his account of this religion is such as to make it acceptable to anyone's supporters. Any. historical beliefs, to the infidels, the pantheists and all others, provided that they are not fanatical believers or
infidels. It is really in the interest of freedom of thought and reason that Spinoza will trust the civilian government with something approaching absolute sovereignty in order to effectively resist the tyranny of militant churches. [5] Human power consists of the power of mind and intellect One of the most striking characteristics in Spinoza's political theory is the
basic principle that the right is power. This principle applied systematically to the whole problem of government, and he seemed rather satisfied with his achievement, to the extent that it allowed him to treat political theory in a scientific spirit, as if it had to do with applied mathematics. The identification or association of the right with power has caused many
misunderstandings. People assumed Spinoza reduced justice to brute force. But Spinoza is a long way from endorsing Realpolitik. In Spinoza's philosophy the term power (as should be clear from his moral philosophy) means much more than physical strength. In an excerpt near the end of his Political Treatise he explicitly states that human power consists
mainly of the power of mind and intellect - it consists in fact, of all human abilities and abilities, especially the highest of them. Designed correctly, Spinoza's whole philosophy leaves ample room for ideal motivation in the lives of the individual and the community. [7] The monarchy, the aristocracy, and the Spinoza republic discuss the main kinds of states, or
the main types of government, namely, monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. Each has its own specificities and needs special safeguards to implement the primary functioning of a state. The monarchy can degenerate into tyranny unless it undergoes various constitutional controls that will prevent any attempt at authoritarianism. Similarly, the aristocracy
can degenerate into an oligarchy and needs similar controls. In general, Spinoza is in favour of the Republic, by which he meant any kind of representative government. In the case of the Republic the community and government are more almost identical than in the case of the monarchy or the aristocracy; therefore, a democracy is less likely to experience
frequent conflicts between the people and the government and thus is better adapted to ensure and maintain this peace, which is the job of the state to secure. [4] Reception and influence It is unlikely that Tractatus Spinoza has ever had political support of any kind, with efforts being made to suppress it and before the assassination of Dutch Judge Johan de
Witt in 1672. In 1673, he was publicly condemned by the Dordrecht Synod (1673) and officially banned the following year. [referral required] Tough criticism of TTP began to appear almost as soon as it was published. One of the first, and most notorious, reviews was from Professor Jakob Thomasius in 1670. [8] [9] The British philosopher G. E. Moore
proposed to Ludwig Wittgenstein that one of tractatus Logico-Philosopher's works be titled as a tribute to Spinoza's treatise. [10] See also Thomas Hobbes Moses Maimonides Abraham ibn Ezra Toleration Tractatus Politicus Notes ^ The full title tagline in Latin is: Continuns Theses aliquot, Quibus ostenditur Libertatem Philosophanti non-tantum salva Pietate,
et Repubinae Pace posse conctou: sedean nisdemi cum Pace Republicae, ipsaque Pietate Which in English would mean: Contains several theses, subject to the freedom of philosophers or in Eusebia , and for peace granted by the Republic; but also to counter the peace of the Republic itself, which without piety cannot continue properly. To this is added the
Latin text of 1 John 4.13: Per hoc cognoscimus quod in Deo manemus, et Deus manet in nobis, quod de Spiritu suo dedit nobis. (With this we know that we dwell in God, and that God dwells in us, because he has given us his Own Spirit.) ^ de Spinoza. Theology-politiek traktaat, Amsterdam: Wereldbibliotheek, 1997. Translation into Dutch by F. Akkerman
(1997), p. 446. ^ Theology-political treatise, C. 12 cf. also Theologian-Political Treatise, Gutenberg eText Project. ^ a b c d For this section cf. espec. Prince-Pattison, Andrew Seth (1911). Spinoza, Baruch. Chisholm, Hugh (cm). Encyclopedia Britannica. 25 (11th cm). Cambridge University Press. p. 687–691. — see also A. Wolf, Spinoza, the man and his
thought, 1933; Antonio Damasio, Looking for Spinoza: Joy, Sadness, and Brain Emotion, William Heinemann, 2003, esp. ch. 6, 224-261; Richard McKeon, Spinoza Philosophy: The Unity of His Thought, Ox Bow Pr., 1928; Ray Monk &amp; Frederick Raphael, The Great Philosophers. Phoenix, 2000, p.b. Spinosa, p. 135-174. ^ a b Cf. Spinoza Mail, C. Allen
&amp; Unwin Ltd., 1928, p. 289. See also John Laird, Journal of Philosophical Studies, Volume 3, No. ^ Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Chapter XIII: The Fitness of Humanity As Regarding Their Felicity and Misery The Truly Human ^ Cf. Theologian-Political Treatise, Ch. 20. ^ Steven Nadler, a book forged in hell: Spinoza's scandalous treatise and the birth of
the cosmic era. Princeton UP, 2011, p231. ^ Naturalism and its political dangers: Jakob Thomasius against spinoza theological-political treatise. A study and translation of Thomas's text[1] ^ Nils-Eric Sahlin, The Philosophy of F. P. Ramsey (1990), p. 227. Israel reports, Jonathan I. Radical Enlightenment. Oxford University Press: 2001. ISBN 0-19-925456-7
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